DIAMOND LEVEL SUPPORTER - $10,000 or more
- Advanced opportunity to reserve meeting/event space at the headquarters hotel
- Special Diamond Level acknowledgement signage in your booth at ToxExpo™
- Prize Drawing Box in your booth at ToxExpo for the SOT Prize Drawings – one $500 Prize awarded per day during the show – attendees will stop by your booth to drop their business cards in the box!
- “Annual Meeting Supporter Acknowledgements” will be sent by SOT to Annual Meeting Registrants via email highlighting the name, logo, and a web link to a description of each Diamond Level Supporter
- Complimentary Annual Meeting Security Assessment Report provided by INA Security
- On-screen Visual acknowledgement at the Plenary Lecture and Award Ceremony
- Announcement in the Special Edition SOT Blog/newsletter, Communiqué
- Acknowledgment through signage at the Annual Meeting
- Five Supporter badge ribbons
- Five invitations to the President's Reception
- Photograph with SOT President
- Printed recognition in the SOT Preliminary Program, Annual Meeting Program, ToxExpo™ Directory, and SOT/ToxExpo™ Web sites
- Advanced opportunity to host an Exhibit Hosted Session in conjunction with the Annual Meeting
- Right to host an event (not competing with those of the Society); Supporter is responsible for catering costs

PLATINUM LEVEL SUPPORTER - $5,000-$9,999
- Visual acknowledgment at the Awards Ceremony
- Announcement in the Special Edition SOT Blog/newsletter, Communiqué
- Acknowledgment through signage at the Annual Meeting
- Three Supporter badge ribbons
- Three invitations to the President's Reception
- Photograph with SOT President to be arranged
- Printed recognition in the SOT Preliminary Program, Annual Meeting Program, and ToxExpo™ Directory
- Advanced opportunity to host an Exhibit Hosted Session in conjunction with the Annual Meeting
- Right to host an event (not competing with those of the Society); Supporter is responsible for catering costs

GOLD LEVEL SUPPORTER - $2,500–$4,999
- Visual acknowledgment at the Awards Ceremony
- Announcement in the Special Edition SOT Blog/newsletter, Communiqué
- Acknowledgment through signage at the Annual Meeting
- Two Supporter badge ribbons
- Two invitations to the President's Reception
- Printed recognition in the SOT Preliminary Program, Annual Meeting Program, and ToxExpo™ Directory
- Advanced opportunity to host an Exhibit Hosted Session in conjunction with the Annual Meeting
- Right to host an event (not competing with those of the Society); Supporter is responsible for catering costs

SILVER LEVEL SUPPORTER - $2,000 - $2,499
- Announcement in the Special Edition SOT Blog/newsletter, Communiqué
- Acknowledgment through signage at the Annual Meeting
- One Supporter badge ribbon
- One invitation to the President's Reception
- Printed recognition in the SOT Preliminary Program, Annual Meeting Program, and ToxExpo™ Directory
- Advanced opportunity to host an Exhibit Hosted Session in conjunction with the Annual Meeting
- Right to host an event (not competing with those of the Society); Supporter is responsible for catering costs

CONTRIBUTOR LEVEL SUPPORTER - $1,000-$1,999
- Announcement in the Special Edition SOT Communiqué Blog/newsletter
- One Supporter badge ribbon
- Printed recognition in the SOT Preliminary Program, final Program, and ToxExpo™ Directory
- Listing on SOT Annual Meeting Web site
- Right to host an event (not competing with those of the Society); Supporter is responsible for catering costs